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Introduction 

1 Overview 

This document is the compilation of the Thesis Work for the Master in Architec-
tures of Information Technologies of the Universidad de los Andes 2014. This manu-
script collects two papers: “Automated Enterprise-Level Analysis of ArchiMate Mod-
els” prepared for the EMSSAD conference 2014, and “On the Support of Analysis 
Chains on Enterprise Models” prepared for the SAM conference 2014. Also introduce 
part of the Analysis Functions Catalog created within this thesis work. The entire 
Analysis Functions Catalog can be found in the EnAr research web site: 
http://backus1.uniandes.edu.co/enar/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=archianalysis. 

2 Audience 

─ Enterprise architects 
─ Solution architects 
─ Other domain architects 
─ Professors in related subjects 
─ Enterprise analyzers  
─ Enterprise decision makers 

3 Definitions and acronyms  

─ ArchiMate: Enterprise Architecture Modeling Language 
─ EA: Enterprise Architecture 
─ IT: Information Technologies 
─ EM: Enterprise Modeling 
─ UML: Unified Modeling Language 
─ BPMN: Business Process Model Notation 
─ OMG : Object Management Group 
─ SOA: Service Oriented Architecture 
─ SOAP: Service Object Access Protocol 
─ MOF: MetaObject Facility 
─ MEMO: Multi Perspective Enterprise Modeling 
─ MM: Metamodel 
─ GIMM: Generic Intermediate Metamodel 
─ GraCoT: Graphical Co-creation Tool 
─ HR: Human Resources 
─ EMF: Eclipse Modeling Framework 
─ GMF: Graphical Modeling Language 
─ GEF: Graphical Editing Framework 
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─ TOGAF: The Open Group Architecture Framework 
─ ADM: Architecture Development Method 
─ FEA: Federal Enterprise Architecture 
─ DoDAF: Department of Defense Architecture Framework 
─ DO: Data Object 
─ AC: Application Component 
─ AR: Access Relationship 
─ CRM: Customer Relationship Management 
─ SBB: Solution Building Block 
─ KB: Kilo Byte 
─ GB: Giga Byte 
─ WS: Web Service 
─ XML: eXtensible Markup Language 
─ SSH: Secure SHell 
─ SSL: Secure Sockets Layer 
─ TLS: Transport Layer Security 
─ SOX: Sarbanes Oxley 
─ HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
─ FTP: File Transfer Protocol 
─ SMTP: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
─ REST: Representational State Transfer 
─ MQ: Message Queue 
─ MSSQL: Microsoft Structured Query Language 
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Automated Enterprise-Level Analysis of ArchiMate 
Models 

Andres Ramos, Paola Gomez, Mario Sanchez, Jorge Villalobos 

Systems and Computing Engineering Department, Universidad de los Andes, Bogotá Colombia 
http://sistemas.uniandes.edu.co 

{am.ramos260,pa.gomez398,mar-
san1,jvillalo}@uniandes.edu.co 

Abstract. Around the world, Enterprise Architecture (EA) practices are been 
formed in large and medium companies that see in IT either a competitive ad-
vantage or a requirement for survival. These EA practices produce models that 
conceptualize the enterprise, and are commonly used only for communication 
purposes. Using these models also for analysis purposes is desirable, but this is 
hard to do because of the complexity and size of these models. Automated 
analysis tools seem to be adequate mechanisms to solve this issue, but currently 
there is a problem of mismatch between the information available in the mod-
els, and the information that the automated mechanisms require. To address 
this, this paper proposes a characterization of analysis functions, which makes 
explicit the information that each one requires to be executable (among other 
things). Furthermore, the paper presents ArchiAnalysis, an extensible tool for 
applying analysis functions over ArchiMate models. 

Keywords: Enterprise Architecture, Enterprise Modeling, Automated Analysis, 
ArchiMate, Relations, Analysis tools 

4 Introduction 

Enterprise modeling languages can be classified as predictive, descriptive, or a 
mixture of both [15,16]. Predictive languages are used for estimating future states of 
the reality; descriptive languages are used for acquiring understanding of said reality. 
Typically, these are graphical languages because this facilitates communication and 
increases understanding [7]. A prominent example of this is ArchiMate [2], a model-
ing graphical language for enterprise architecture that has recently started to become a 
de-facto standard for the practice. In the enterprise environment, enterprise architects 
commonly use ArchiMate and other similar languages to document and communicate 
the enterprise state. This is called Enterprise Modeling (EM) and it is a prior step to 
model-based analysis, which supports diagnosis, optimization, and decision-making 
processes across many areas of an organization [3], [6,7,8].  
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The current problem that has been identified is that tools based on ArchiMate and 
similar notations are focused more on the visualization and modeling aspects than in 
the analysis of the resulting models. Therefore, analysts have to perform their jobs in 
a mostly manual fashion, and only get technological support from tools that are meant 
for different purposes, such as spreadsheets’ processors. To further complicate mat-
ters, the size and complexity of enterprise models increases every day. Progressively, 
enterprise models have become more detailed and have incorporated other domains 
within a company, and thus have more elements and relationships. Using views and 
viewpoints [9,10] as a strategy to lower complexity is a common practice, but it en-
closes the risk of losing the holistic, global view of the enterprise which is so highly 
praised in the enterprise architecture practice. 

To solve this problem, automated analysis mechanisms should be used. However, 
automated mechanisms have an important limitation: they are not flexible with re-
spect to the information that they require. If some information (attributes in an ele-
ment or relation, relations, or elements) is not present, the mechanism will not work. 
Furthermore, different analysis methods will have different information requirements, 
which may not be part of modeling languages. Therefore, a two-part strategy is neces-
sary: on the one hand, it is necessary to make explicit the information requirements 
(“semantic conditions” [1]) of each automated analysis method; on the other hand, it 
is necessary to have tools that support the extension and specialization of modeling 
languages, including the addition of attributes on elements and relations [2], [3], [11].  

The work presented in this paper has two parts. Firstly, there is a characterization 
of analysis function embodied in the analysis domains used by Lankhorst [8]. This 
characterization can be used to describe and guide the design of analysis functions 
with the ultimate goal of automating them. Furthermore, this characterization is guid-
ing the creation of a catalog of analysis functions, which is briefly presented in the 
paper. Secondly, the paper presents ArchiAnalysis, an extensible tool built on top of 
Archi [12] to enables the automated execution of analysis functions over ArchiMate 
models. Conceptually, the creation of additional analysis functions should follow the 
guidelines posed by the characterization. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the concept of au-
tomated model analysis, presents the characterization of analysis functions, and illus-
trates it with two fully defined functions. Then, Section 3 presents ArchiAnalysis from 
a high-level point of view, which is followed by a showcase of its capacities applied 
to the ArchiSurance [13] case study. Finally, Section 5 discusses some of the relevant 
related work, and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

5 Analysis 

Analysis transforms mere facts into reasoned facts in order to provide the infor-
mation needed to solve or to resolve a problem using solid arguments [4]. Particular-
ly, in the EA context, analysis processes extract relevant information from the enter-
prise models in order to provide solid, and structured information that will be valuable 
for making business and IT decisions.  
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Figure 1 depicts the normal flow of a human-based analysis process in this context.  
The analysis process starts with the identification of what is the problem to solve or 
the concern to address.  Next, using the EA model and other relevant information of 
the enterprise, an analyst defines the process to obtain the information that IT and 
Business decision-makers need. This analysis process is cyclic: analysts interact re-
peatedly with the EA model, querying and enriching it, until an acceptable result is 
obtained [7]. Finally, the process produces outcomes such as findings, recommenda-
tions, or assessments that satisfy the initial analysis requirements.  

 

 
Fig. 1 human-based analysis process 

5.1 Automated Analysis 

Nowadays, the analysis problem resides in identifying methods and models that 
can transform data into reliable and comprehensible knowledge [5]. Automated model 
analysis is described as the process of extracting and manipulating data contained in 
the model, using automated mechanisms [14], to support decision-making processes.  
In the EA context, automated analysis transforms the model and creates additional 
information that enriches the model. Then, the analysts use this information to pro-
duce more accurate results [18]. 

 
Fig. 2 human-based analysis supported with an automated analysis tool. 

Figure 2 illustrates automated analysis and highlights its similarities and differ-
ences with the purely manual process. In addition, figure 2 depicts an Analysis func-
tion structure, which is the backbone of the present work. In the figure, an EA model 
M, additional model attributes and context variables PI are the inputs of some Analy-
sis function. Then, the Analysis function processes the EA model and produces: 1) an 
enriched model M’ and 2) a set of new data PO.  
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It is important to consider that automated analysis depends on the modeling lan-
guage, and how it presents the model information. An example of this is illustrated in 
Figure 3. Figure 3a shows a model where Policy Data Management and Claims Data 
Management systems use a Financial Application service. Two relevant questions 
that this model should answer are: 1) Are the Policy Data Management and Claims 
Data Management systems able to consume the Financial Application service via 
SOAP web services? 2) The Financial Application service supports all the transac-
tions per minute requested from the Policy Data Management and Claims Data Man-
agement systems? To answer these questions, it is evident that the model should con-
tain more specific information.  In Figure 3b, the same model was complemented with 
some additional information, the supported protocols of each application, which cor-
responds with the PI of the Analysis function presented in Figure 2. Now, with this 
inputs, the Analysis function process could automatically answer question number 1. 
Figure 3c presents the same model, this time enriched with information regarding the 
volume of transactions supported by each application, which was added to answer the 
second question. 

 
Fig. 3 information required for perform automated analysis of an enterprise model 

In this small example, it can be seen that even simple analyses require model lan-
guages with mechanisms to manage and change attributes at will. Furthermore, it can 
be seen that the selection of attributes should not depend on the language selected to 
model the reality, but on the analyses and questions that the model should help to 
answer. 

5.2 Analysis function characterization 

In order to support the aforementioned point, it is necessary to know which infor-
mation is required by each analysis function. If said information is found, the function 
can be applied. Otherwise, a different function should be selected, or the model 
should be enriched with missing information. A problem that we have identified is 
that analysis functions or methods often lack an explicit specification of the infor-
mation and structures that they require to work. Thus, it is not easy to realize if a 
model is suited or not to support a particular analysis function, which in turn limits 
the possibilities for having automated analysis.  

To address this issue, we now propose a structure to characterize analysis func-
tions. This structure requires, for each analysis function, the following bits of infor-
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mation: name, description, dimension, type, layer, entities and relations, structural 
attributes and algorithm. 

Name refers to the unique name of an analysis function, which must be unique. 
Description is a textual description of the analysis function, including the scope of 

the analysis, the context where this analysis could be performed, and the stakeholders 
that may require it. 

Dimension (inspired by Lankhorst [8]) creates a function classification into four 
groups: quantitative, functional, analytical or simulation. The first dimension includes 
functions that answer quantitative questions. Functions in the second dimension are 
used to determine whether or not a model meets with a functional requirement, or for 
validating correctness of the model. There are two approaches of functional analysis: 
impact of change or gap analysis. The simulation dimension is related with a model 
execution where the inputs could be established dynamically, and the results could 
change every time the model is executed. Finally, the analytical dimension refers to 
functions that deliver unique and reproducible results providing to the architect a first 
insight of the architecture behavior. 

The element Type characterizes the analysis functions with respect to the concern 
they address. Table 1 presents a list of some analysis types and the dimensions where 
they have relevance. 

Table 1 Analysis functions types 

Dimension Type 
Quantitative Performance 

Optimization 
Impact of change 
Capacity planning 
Cost 
Availability 
Trade-off 
HR 

Dimension Type 
Functional 
(Structural /  
Dynamical) 

Impact of change 
Alignment 
Coherence 
Correctness 
Conformance 
Gap 
Graph structure 
Counting 
Process 

 
The Layer element of the characterization structure is inspired on ArchiMate’s lay-

ers. Each analysis function can be classified with respect to the Layer, or Layers, that 
it addresses: Business, Application, Technology, Motivation, and Implementation and 
Migration. 

With respect to the problem of automating model analysis, the most important el-
ement of the characterization structure is the one called Entities and relations. In this 
apart, for each function it is necessary to describe the information it requires to be 
present in the model (mandatory entities and relations between them). This character-
ization element is very important because the information provided can be used to 
guarantee that the model has the information required to successfully apply the analy-
sis function. 
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Similarly, the Structural attributes element describes the attributes that an analysis 
function requires on each entity type and relation. 

Finally, the Algorithm element describes how the analysis function extracts and 
processes information from a model in order to obtain some analysis results. 

Table 2 Analysis function catalog sample  

 Type Id Name 

Q
ua

nt
ita

tiv
e Performance 

QPR001 Infrastructure services workload 
QPR002 Application services processing and response time 

Impact of change QIC001 
Measure impact of modify (increase/decrease) infra-
structure resources 

Capacity planning 
QCP001 Estimate solution storage volumetric 
QCP002 Estimate solution network volumetric 

HR QHR001 Human Resource workload at business process level 

Fu
nc

tio
na

l 

Impact of change FIC001 Remove an architecture component 

Alignment 
FAG001 Business-Application Alignment 
FAG002 Business-Technology Alignment 

Coherence FCH001 
Every business active structure has at less one di-
rect/derived assignment 

Correctness FCO001 Data security compliance at transport level 

Process 
FPR001 Data/Information vs. Application 
FPR002 Process responsibility assignment  

5.3 A catalog of analysis functions  

Based on the available bibliography, as well as the study of existing tools, we are 
currently compiling a catalog of analysis functions. To structure this catalog, each 
analysis function is characterized, and the combination of its Dimension, Type and 
Layer is being used to determine its placement on the catalog. Currently, we have 
identified over one hundred analysis functions to classify.1 Table 2 presents an extract 
composed by 13 analysis functions with their respective Name, Id, Type and Dimen-
sion. The simulation and analytical Dimension are not currently strongly represented 
in our catalog because behavioral analyses are not the current focus of our work. 

We now present two analysis functions fully characterized to illustrate how infor-
mation is presented in the catalog. These analysis functions are Business-Application 
Alignment (FAG001) and Human Resource workload at business process level 
(QHR001). Table 3 shows the function FAG001. It is based on the specific types of 
some relations, and on specialized ArchiMate elements. 

                                                             
1 	  http://backus1.uniandes.edu.co/~enar/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=archianalysis#analysis_function_catalog 
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Table 3 Analysis function FAG001 - Business-Application Alignment 

ID: FAG001 Dimension: Functional  Type: Alignment 
Name: Business-Application Alignment Layer: Business/Application 

Description: This function covers a particular analysis for the EA Requirement of 
Business and IT Alignment. Through it, it is possible to appreciate whether each IT 
service of the organization (at an application level not technological) supports at least 
one-business service/capability. 

Due to the high density of services (Business and IT) in an organization, this anal-
ysis function should be considered over the entire architecture enterprise model. 
Entities and relations: Three main relationships types between Business and Appli-
cation must be considered: 

1. Used by relation: a) between application service and the different types of business 
behavior elements, and b) between application interface and business role.  

2. Realization relation: from a data object to a business object in order to indicate that 
business object has an electronic representation corresponding to a data object.  

3. Assignment relation: a) between application component and business process, 
function, or interaction, and b) between application interface and business service 
in order to indicate that, for example, a business processes or business services are 
completely automated. In case that a business process, function, or interaction is 
not completely automated but only supported by an application component is ex-
pressed with a Used by relationship. 

 
Fig. 4 Business-Application Alignment 

Structural Attributes: No structural attributes are required for this analysis, only the 
entities types and the three relations mentioned in the previous section are required: 

─ Relations (R): Used by (uR), Realization (rR), Assignment (aR) 
─ Business elements (B): Business object (oB), Business process/function/interaction 

(bB), Business actor/role (aB), Business service (sB) 
─ Application elements (A): Data object (oA), Application component (cA), Applica-

tion service (sA), Application Interface (iA)  
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Algorithm: The first step is to create a function able to calculate the derived relation 
tdr which applies between an application element A and a business element B, 
tdr(a,b). The result of this function will be the type of the derived relation (uR, rR or 
aR), or none whether there is not any derived relation that complies the required struc-
tural chain. Then, the function must evaluate the following analyses rules and estab-
lish whether each application component complies with all requirements given bel-
low; otherwise, it is determined as a “misaligned” application layer element: 

─ Every application service sA must be used by (uR) at less one business behavioral 
element sB. 

─ Every application interface iA must be used by (uR) at less one business role aB 
─ Every Data object oA must realises (rR) a Business object oB 
─ Every application component cA must be assigned to (aR) or used by (uR) a Busi-

ness process/function/interaction bB 

 
The second analysis function to be treated in this section is presented in Table 4. 

This function (QHR001) presents a case where it is necessary the Business Process 
specialization into a new entity named Business Sub-process in order to get different 
information from each entity. Therefore, this function requires the model M and the 
additional information PI which is provided by each model element whose can be 
different because depending on it type. The outcome of this function, as will be illus-
trated in Section 4, is a modified model M’ and a set of new information PO calculated 
as part of the function algorithm. 

Table 4 Analysis function QHR001 - Human Resource workload at business process level 

ID: QHR001 Dimension: Quantitative  Type: HR 
Name: Human Resource workload at business process level Layer: Business 
Description: This analytical method aims identify human resources (employees) that 
are overloaded or idle according to the responsibilities assigned to any process, the 
contribution percentage and the involvement percentage. 

The result of this analysis permits to organize resources allocation, involvement 
percentage, re-assign responsibilities and take other decisions around the human re-
source capacity.  

The output of the analysis will be described in the following scale: 

─     100%< workload  Overwork 
─     100%>= workload >80% Appropriate 
─       80%>= workload >50% Review 
─       50%>= workload >  0% Idle 

Entities and relations: To describe this method clearly, we assume that any Business 
Process aggregated into other Business Process will be called Business Sub-process, 
and these will be the behavioral unit where an active structure element can performs a 
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behavior. This function will treated and define the active structure element in a Busi-
ness Role level. Through decision will be possible have enough detail to calculate the 
workload of any human resource assigned to this Role (whether more detail is re-
quired, the entire organizational structure need to be modeled and actors would be the 
active structure unit) 

In terms of organization structure, the Business Actors will be treated as Organiza-
tional Units instead of persons assigned to a Business Role. Finally, this function con-
siders that a Business Role could be assigned to one or many Sub-processes. In this 
case, each assignment must have an involvement % and a contribution %. 

Structural Attributes:  

─ For any business process P, a Daily arriving Instances fP. 
─ For any business sup-process S, a % of arriving instances lS, (after an split caused 

by a junction the % of instances arriving to each sub-process will be divided e.g. 
50% of the claims are paid and the other 50% are rejected). And the average daily 
time spent per each instance tS expressed in minutes. 

─ For any business role R, a number of employees nR are assigned to this role. 
─ For any assignment relation A, a % of involvement iA of the role in the sub-process. 

And a % of contribution cA of the role in the sub-process (a sub-process must be 
full filed by one or many roles and each one plays a specific function) 

 
Fig. 5 Human Resource workload 

Algorithm: As this function is classified as a quantitative analysis function, it per-
forms some calculations based on 8 hours as a working day: 

─ itA (hours):  Daily involvement hours one employee.                          itA = iA x d 
─ irA (hours): Daily involvement hours per role.                                    irA = itA x nR 
─ nsS: # of instances arriving per sub-process.                                       nsS = fP x lS 
─ btS (hours): Total hours per daily instances batch.                              btS = nsS x tS 
─ crA (hours): Contribution hours of the role per sub-process.              crA = btS x cA 
─ yA: % workload x role & sub-process.                                                 yA = irA x crA 

6 Implementation of automated analysis functions 

The characterization of analysis functions presented in the previous section is a 
necessary step in the direction of supporting automated analysis functions. However, 
to support the actual implementation of the algorithms enclosed in every analysis 
function, it is necessary to have some base framework to serve as a starting point. 
Otherwise, implementing a single analysis function would be so costly and be unfea-
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sible. Probably, it would be even more expensive than performing the analysis manu-
ally. 

To address this issue, we designed a conceptual framework to support analysis 
functions over enterprise models. For validation purposes, this framework was im-
plemented on top of Archi [12], a well-known and open source editor for ArchiMate 
models, and was tested on the ArchiSurance scenario that is used to showcase Archi-
Mate in the specification of the language. Nevertheless, the framework is generic, in 
the sense that it does not dependent on a specific metamodel, and that it does not de-
pend on a specific technology. Its only technological requirement is having the possi-
bility of adding attributes to elements and relations, even when they are not part of the 
original metamodel. 

The implementation of the framework on top of Archi is called ArchiAnalysis and 
it was implemented as an Eclipse plug-in [21]. Since ArchiAnalysis was specifically 
made for Archi, it relies on the model and diagram management technology underly-
ing Archi (EMF - Eclipse Modeling Framework [17], and GEF - Graphical Editing 
Framework [22]). Additionally, ArchiAnalysis relies on Eclipse’s extension mecha-
nisms to support the configuration of any number of analysis functions. Therefore, the 
development of a new analysis function only requires the implementation of the actu-
al processing code (using some libraries provided by the framework), the compilation 
and encapsulation of the code, and the deployment of the package as an Eclipse plug-
in. The analysis functions described previously have already been implemented in 
ArchiAnalysis using the procedure that was just described.  

 
Fig. 6 ArchiAnalysis framework components model 

Figure 6 shows a high level view of ArchiAnalysis structure. The right hand side of 
the figure shows the framework and its two main components: ArchiAnalysisFunction 
and Analysis Utils. The ArchiAnalysisFunction is an abstract component that must be 
specialized by each analysis function in order to define the way to connect with Archi 
models. In addition, this component uses the Analysis Utils which offers several oper-
ations for model manipulation. Each concrete ArchiAnalysisFunction is implemented 
and deployed as an independent Eclipse plug-in. 
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The left side of the figure shows Archi and Eclipse. Archi exposes the current 
working model through the interface IModelSelectionHandlerListener. Similarly, 
Eclipse exposes the IHandler interface to be consumed by each analysis function in 
order to gain user interface control. As a result, these set of interfaces provided to 
ArchiAnalysis the possibility to get the model and its attributes in order to process 
them according with the analysis function defined and deliver results transforming the 
model or deploying data in different views. 

 
(a) Model before analysis execution 

 
(b) Model after analysis execution 

 
(c) ArchiAnalysis menu inside Archi tool bar 

Fig. 7 ArchiSurance Handle Claim Process and ArchiAnalysis execution screenshots 
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7 ArchiAnalysis at use: QHR001 applied to ArchiSurance 

As an example of ArchiAnalysis at use, we present the implementation of Archi-
Analysis Function QHR001 discussed in Section 2.3 (Table 4). This function, called 
Human Resource workload at business process level, identifies the employees that are 
overloaded or idle based on their responsibilities over some processes, their contribu-
tion percentage, and their involvement percentage. This function was applied on the 
ArchiSurance case study that comes pre-loaded in Archi. 

In the first place, Figure 7.a shows the Handle Claim process, which was modeled 
with Archi, already enriched with the additional information that the analysis function 
requires (see Table 4): 1) each Sup-process is assigned to a Business Role, and 2) 
each element has some properties set according to the next table. 

 Table 5 Handle Claim Process - properties values for sub-processes and roles 

Sub-process (S) fP tS lS  Business Role (R) nR 
S1 Capture Information 20 15 100%  R1 Call Center Agent 2 
S2 Notify Additional 

Stakeholders 
20 10 100%  R2 Claim Analyst 10 

S3 Validate 20 180 100%  R3 Valuer 10 
S4 Investigate 20 240 100%  R4 Finances Analyst 2 
S5 Pay 20 60 44%  R5 Treasurer 1 
 

The results of applying the analysis functions can be graphically presented in the 
Archi canvas. Figure 7.b illustrates this: 1) the % of workload of each relation is set as 
an attribute, and 2) a different color is related in order to distinguish between the pos-
sible outputs (red for Overwork or Idle, yellow for Review and green for Appropriate 
workload).  

ArchiAnalysis can also deliver results as a spreadsheet. Figure 8 shows the results 
given by the analysis function QHR001. These results are based on the business role 
and sub-process assignment where all attributes, intermediate variables, and the final 
result of the analysis are presented. 

 
Fig. 8 Analysis function AM004: Human Resource workload results 

Finally, Figure 7.c shows the exclusive ArchiAnalysis menu that displays the anal-
ysis functions currently deployed. The selection of one function in the menu validates 
if the model accomplishes with the required semantic conditions and then executes 
the analysis. 
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8 Related Work 

In this section we briefly present some previous works that are related to our own.. 
In the first place, Lankhorst [8] and Iacob [24] propose in their approaches the incor-
poration of information in all model elements including entities and relations for 
analysis purposes. They perform quantitative analysis of ArchiMate models and use 
attributes in the entities and relations as input of their analysis function. In our pro-
posal, we use the attributes in a similar way; nevertheless, we define a structured way 
to establish the necessary model information to support automated analysis functions.  

In the second place, relating to automated analysis, Benavides [14], [23] and 
Sunkle [20] explore about the automated analysis over enterprise-level models. They 
use the relations as structural or topological elements. In contrast, our analysis method 
uses relations in a dynamic way as data source elements in the analysis execution.  

Related to the use of enterprise models as decision-making support instruments, 
more than just communication tools, Johnson [15], Sunkle [19] and Kohlhammer [5] 
propose interesting works. Johnson [15] proposes P2AMF as Predictive, Probabilistic 
Architecture Modeling Framework which is used to predict the properties of the sys-
tem-to-be in order to take better design decisions during design phase. Sunkle [19] 
who argues that enterprise models are required for describe the enterprise as well as 
prescribe courses of action in the face of change, presents an approach that uses spe-
cialized models focused on decision making. Kohlhammer [5] proposes to combine 
visualization techniques and analytic algorithms to enable human experts to guide the 
decision making process. 

Finally, regarding to automated-analysis tools, we will compare against two close 
tools to our own. Johnson [6] presents a tool for analysis of enterprise architecture 
scenarios. This tool guides the development of enterprise architecture models and 
provides a quality measure of the modeled architecture. Naranjo [7] proposes PRIM-
ROSe, which is a visual-analysis framework and tool.  PRIMROSe suggests an En-
terprise Models analysis made with non-destructive functions that select and decorate 
an analytical abstraction. 

9 Conclusions 

This paper has addressed the problem of performing automated enterprise analysis 
and the need for frameworks and approaches to support said analysis using the infor-
mation contained in enterprise models. The main obstacles that we have found for 
supporting that automation are the lack of precise definitions about the information 
requirements of each analysis function. 

To address this issue, this paper proposes a characterization of analysis functions, 
which specifically requires a specification of the information that each one needs. 
Furthermore, this characterization also requires a specification of the algorithms that 
should support each analysis function. With this information it should be possible to 
build tools that automate the analysis functions. To validate the characterization, we 
are currently building a catalog of Analysis functions. 
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On the other hand, we presented ArchiAnalysis as a tool and framework where it is 
possible to implement and run automated analysis functions. This tool, which was 
built on top of Archi, provides the means to perform automated analysis on top of 
ArchiMate models, and also serves to validate the proposed characterization of the 
functions.  
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Abstract. Medium and large companies are adopting Enterprise Architecture 
(EA) methodologies for documenting current business and IT state. Then an as-
sessment of this state is performed in order to conduce the organization into a 
future state guided by its strategy. Across entire EA process and in every EA 
methodologies enterprise-level models and other derived artifacts (catalogs, ma-
trices and diagrams) are produced. Architects use these assets as instruments for 
analysis the situation, find out principal issues and their possible solutions and 
propose recommendations aligned with the organization strategy. However in 
most of the cases this complex practice is an informal process that architects 
execute based in their expertise and is rarely repeatable. Seeing that this paper 
introduces a solution for reinforce this informal knowledge by creation of anal-
ysis chains. These analysis chains allow composition and automated execution 
of sequence of analysis functions. Also enables architects to carry out their 
analysis strategies and make them reusable mechanisms for face new problems. 

Keywords: Enterprise Architecture, Enterprise Models, Analysis, Automated 
Analysis, Analysis tools, Analysis pipeline, Analysis chains 

1 Introduction 

There are many approaches of Enterprise Architecture each one has different but 
correlated definitions and focuses. According to [2] there are two main focuses within 
the EA discipline: EA-Frameworks and Enterprise modeling. An EA-Framework as 
described in [3] is a set of structures that can be used for developing a broad range of 
different architectures. In the other hand enterprise modeling refers to the ability of 
use a language to coherently specify and describe components of an organization and 
its relationships [4]. Furthermore an EA-Framework describes a method and should 
provide tools and a common vocabulary for implement the EA building blocks. Part 
of the framework vocabulary is composed among others by modeling languages that 
enable ease architecture understanding. From these facts we determine that both fo-
cuses previously mentioned lead into the fact that models are important and required 
pieces inside of the EA discipline. 

Moreover models as stated in [12] could be used in addition to visualization and 
communication purposes for enabling analysis capabilities. Analysis as described by 
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[1] is the process of transforms mere facts into reasoned facts in order to provide the 
information needed to resolve a problem using solid arguments. Now, in the EA con-
text elements such as models, catalogs, matrices and diagrams among other artifacts 
are used for represent these facts [15,16]. So, architects perform what we will call 
enterprise models-based analysis over these elements to support proper recommenda-
tions that will lead to decision that will affect entire organizations. Now performing 
models-based analysis is not a simple task due to the enterprise models size and com-
plexity. Even so, there are tools such as the tool for Enterprise Architecture Analysis 
[10] and PRIMROSe [11] among others intended to facilitate the analysis work. 
However these tools although have different analysis approaches are oriented to per-
form specific analysis one at a time. Nevertheless the high analysis complexity 
achieved for manage large companies architectures requires go further. Is due that this 
paper proposes the analysis chains as an instrument for not only support separate 
analysis islands but support entire architecture processes. Also the analysis chains 
introduce itself as a framework that architects can use to formalize theirs analysis 
strategies and make them parameterizable and easily repeatable for face new prob-
lems. For instance, if an architect is working in the business architecture of an organi-
zation and he wants to identify process bottlenecks due to the number of tasks execut-
ed by one single employee, he could execute for example the following four steps: (1) 
Takes the organization business model and filter only the actors, the processes/tasks 
and the relation between the actors and these tasks. Then (2) creates a matrix between 
the actors and the tasks and mark all identified relations. Now (3) count the tasks that 
each actor has assigned to. And finally (4) sorts actors inventory by the number of 
assigned tasks and filters it by a value that represent overload in the assignation e.g. 
25% of the total number of tasks. In our solution all these four steps can be automa-
tized and sequentially linked one by one in a single analysis chain. Hereafter we will 
refer to this example as the process bottleneck analysis chain. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 brings up the concept of 
automated model analysis as well as the analysis functions catalog and characteriza-
tion discussed in [6] and presents a briefly overview of the analysis chains concept. 
Section 3 shows how to decouple the analysis functions from a specific modeling 
language taking advantage of the Generic Intermediate Metamodel (GIMM) intro-
duced in [14]. Section 4 formalizes the concept of Analysis Chains and how it was 
implemented in ArchiAnalysis. Section 5 develops an analysis chain for the TOGAF 
ADM process. And finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Automated Enterprise model-based Analysis 

Automated model analysis is defined as the process of extracting and manipulating 
data contained in the model, using automated mechanisms [8], to support among oth-
ers diagnosis, find out the cause of a problem, optimization, and decision-making 
processes across diverse areas of an organization [9,10,11,12]. 
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Fig. 9 human-based analysis supported with an automated analysis tool 

Figure 1 illustrates how an automated analysis function takes action in between 
two human processes: (1) abstract enterprise into a model and (2) uses the analysis 
results as instrument for produce findings, recommendations, assessments, etc. In the 
figure are depicted an EA model M and its attributes PI as the inputs parameters to the 
Analysis function. After executes the Analysis function it produces an enriched EA 
model M’ and some output parameters PO. The M’ and PO could be expressed as 
views and beside turn into architecture artifacts. Common artifacts are catalogs, ma-
trices, and diagrams [3].  

An analysis function as described in [6] is created to work within a specific model-
ing context. Each Analysis function input parameters are conforming to a metamodel 
and the function outputs are conforming to the same or a different metamodel. An 
example of this is an analysis function that receives a business process model in Ar-
chiMate and exports the catalog of actors of this model. In such case the input is con-
forming to ArchiMate and the output is conforming to the metamodel of a catalog. 
Now, it is important difference between linguistic conformance and ontological con-
formance. As was affirmed by [7], metamodels could be separated in ontological and 
linguistic dimension. Ontological dimension describes elements of the reality such as 
ArchiMate Models, catalogs (lists of things), matrices (showing relationships between 
things), and diagrams (pictures of things). Linguistic dimension consider metamodels 
able to describe mere structural concepts such as element, relationships and attributes  
[13,14]. So, we can define that if we want to link two analysis functions the input of 
the second functions and the output of the first function require to be ontologically 
conforming to the same metamodel. 

So is here when a formal characterization of analysis function turns into a key in-
strument leads to identify which functions can be linked with others. According to 
ArchiAnalysis’ characterization [6] to correctly define an analysis function the follow-
ing attributes may be described: identifier, name, description, analysis dimension, 
analysis type, layer, entities and relations, structural attributes and algorithm. Now 
on the support of analysis chains there are two additional attributes that require to be 
added into this characterization. These new attributes are the Input and Output meta-
model in which the Analysis Function parameters are described. These metamodels 
can be accompanied with additional descriptions that serves architects to better under-
stand them an enabling to easily define new analysis chains reusing functions form an 
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analysis function catalog. Table 2 presents the Data/Information Architecture Gap 
Analysis function FGP0022 taken from our analysis function catalog for exemplify the 
characterization concept. This analysis function is based in the Gap analysis proposed 
by TOGAF, where similarities and differences between baseline and target architec-
tures are identified.  

Table 2 Analysis Function: FGP002 – Data/Information Architecture Gap Analysis 

ID: FGP002 Dimension: Functional Type: Gap 
Name: Data/Information Architecture GAP Analysis Layer: Application 
Description: This gap analysis aims to easily detect and document changes from an 
As-Is and a To-Be view, where elements could be modified, deleted or added to the 
solution. A gap analysis requires information from the elements to identify the arising 
modifications, as well as need review the structure of the model to identify new or 
deleted elements.  

For this analysis is required an As-Is and a To-Be version of data objects and its 
access permissions (Read/Write) from the applications side. With this information a 
gap analysis is performed and the outcome will be which data objects are new, what 
change regarding to the data access level and which were deleted in the to-be archi-
tecture. The gap analysis will turn into the income for other analysis such cost analy-
sis and prioritization. 
Entities and relations: Application components/functions/interactions access data 
objects for write or read operations. 
Structural Attributes:  

─ Data Object (BO): 
• Name 

─ Application Component (AC): 
• Name 

─ Access Relationship (AR): 
• Access level: (Read, Write) 

 
Fig. 10 FGP002 ArchiMate Input Model 

Input metamodel: ArchiMate. Figure 2 represents the subset of the entire ArchiMate 
elements and its attributes required for performing this analysis function. Also is im-
portant to define that all mentioned attributes are mandatory as well as the list of pos-
sible values that can be set to each one. 
Algorithm: There are three different kinds of gaps: New, Modify and Deleted. Both 
Models will be matched to identify each gap and a gap element will be associated to 
each element that meets any of the following rules: 

─ Deleted: The data object exists in the As-Is but doesn't exist in the To-Be. 
─ New: The data object exists in the To-Be but not in the As-Is. 
─ Modify: data object exist in the As-Is and To-Be but the access level from the ap-

plication is different. 

                                                             
2 http://backus1.uniandes.edu.co/enar/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=fgp002 
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Output metamodel: Catalog. In particular for this analysis function it is a catalog or 
inventory of gaps. Each gap consists in the following attributes:  

─ GAP-ID: A unique identifier for each gap. 
─ Dimension: As this catalog can be reused for different gap analysis, it has a domain 

for identify the architectural domain (Business, Application and Technological). 
─ Description: Gap general description. For example, CRM no longer writes Cus-

tomer information, only reading access is allowed. 

Below in Table 3 illustrate an example of the visualization of this catalog. 

Table 3 FGP002 Catalog representation 

 

Beyond it is important to extend this characterization scheme to the analysis chain 
concepts. So, we describe an analysis function with at less the following attributes: 
identifier, name, description, parameters, list of analysis functions and the input and 
output metamodels. Table 4 shows the characterization of the process bottleneck 
analysis chain, although presents a light version of each analysis function characteri-
zation only for illustrate how it fit within the analysis chains concept. 

Table 4 Process bottleneck analysis chain 

ID: ACH001 Name: Process bottleneck analysis chain 
Description: This analysis chains is intended to identify business process bottlenecks 
due to the number of tasks executed by one single employee. 
Parameters:  

─ Overload limit percentage: it is a percentage used for calculate over the total of 
task of process, the max number of tasks in which an employee can be assigned. 

─ Overload limit value: if the percentage is not provided this parameter can be used 
for represent the max number of tasks in which an employee can be assigned. 

Analysis functions: 

─ VWP001 – Create Viewpoint: This function filters the elements of a model and 
produces a viewpoint according to the parameterized elements and relationships. 
For example filter all Business Objects, Data Objects and Realization relationships. 
The input and output metamodel are ArchiMate. 
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─ CAT001 – Create Catalog:  This function can create a catalog of elements based 
in the input parameter that set the element to be inventoried. The input metamodel 
is ArchiMate and the output metamodel is a catalog. 

─ STR002 – Create Matrix:  It is a function used for create matrices from two dif-
ferent catalogs, one of them will be used as rows and the other as columns. If any 
specific value is set for identify junctions the function will be able for identify 
them. The input metamodel is a Catalog and the output metamodel is a Matrix. 

─ STR006 – Counting Matrix elements: This function is able to count elements of 
a matrix grouping them by a specific value. For example count all actors where the 
junction value is equals to “X”. The input metamodel is a matrix and the output 
metamodel is a catalog. 

─ CAT002 – Sort and Filter a catalog by: This function is intended to sort and 
filter a catalog by one single attribute and a specific value. For example, filter all 
actors who have more than 5 tasks. The input and output metamodels are Catalog. 

Input metamodel: ArchiMate.  
Output metamodel: Catalog. 

So, in this order of ideas we can represent the bottleneck analysis chain as follow 
in the Figure 3. Also the figure shows how parameters flow from analysis chain into 
analysis function and how inputs for a function are not strictly consecutives. 

 
Fig. 11 Process Bottleneck Analysis Chain 
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3 A strategy for facilitate analysis chains construction 

Recapitulating, we have that an analysis chain is the composition of many analysis 
functions, and both chains and functions has inputs and output parameters ontological 
confirm to specific metamodels. So, as we want to compose these analysis functions 
we find out an easier strategy to do it without be casting models in between each 
chain step. It is because of that we decide to use an intermediate metamodel for man-
age a canonical language during entire analysis chain life cycle. So, we choose the 
Generic Intermediate Metamodel (GIMM) to enabling linguistic conformity between 
all inputs/outputs of the analysis functions even if the analysis function inputs/outputs 
were declared to be ontologically conforming to other metamodel. Also part of the 
strategy was to use GIMM instead of other generic metamodels because we have the 
tools that permit import metamodels, validate models conformity and export models. 
Consequently we realize the fact that for decoupling modeling languages using GIMM 
it is necessary to create some transformation T(m) functions that helps to transform a 
model from its ontological metamodel into GIMM and vice versa as will be explained 
in detail in Section 3.1. In order to illustrate this idea the Figure 4 shows in abstract 
two analysis functions f1 and f2 in which output of f1 and input of f2 are both ontolog-
ically conforming with the same metamodel MM2. But the input of f1 is conforming 
to MM1 and output f2 is conforming to MM3. It means that it is possible to link f1 to 
f2 but it is not possible link f2 to f1.  

 
Fig. 12 Analysis Chains Ontological and Linguistic conformity example 

It is also important clarify within the context of analysis chains not all linkages can 
be assembled automatically. Human intervention will be required for instance to set 
additional information in the intermediate models. For example in Figure 4, in be-
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tween f1 and f2 linkage an architect could be requested for fulfill some specific data 
on M2 that it is not part of the f1 output but is required for f2 execution. 

3.1 Transforming domain models into GIMM based models 

As we have determined there are two types of parameters: inputs and outputs. 
Based on this fact, it is important to determine that for the purpose of the analysis 
strategy presented in this paper both input and output parameters must be mapped into 
GIMM. Also it is important remark that in terms of visualization tools such as Archi 
can resolve that using graphical features. Following parts of this section intends to 
presents the different type of parameters and its corresponding GIMM based model. 
To do this we use GraCoT a tool for co-creation of models and metamodels [14] in 
specific domains to validate the conformity of the models to GIMM. 

Input Parameter: ArchiMate Model. In this case we are assuming that Archi-
Mate is conform to MOF. So as explained in previous section there is a direct correla-
tion with all its elements and GIMM concepts. Figure 5.a presents an example of an 
ArchiMate model and Figure 5.b shows a part of its respective GIMM instance. 

 

(a) ArchiMate model 

 
(b) GIMM instance 

Fig. 13 Input Parameter: ArchiMate Model into GIMM 

Output Parameter: Catalog. Two parts essentially compose a catalog or invento-
ry, rows and columns. Rows commonly represent elements and the columns infor-
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mation related with these elements set in attribute inside the GIMM. Table 5 is an 
example of a simple catalog and the Figure 6 shows its respective GIMM instance.  

Table 5 Catalog Example 

  
Fig. 14 Output Parameter: Catalog into GIMM instance 

Output Parameter: Diagrams or Charts. Diagrams or charts such as bar chart, 
line chart, pie chart, radar chart among others represent tabular numeric data. In this 
case rows represent elements just like the previous catalog, and the columns represent 
dimensions represented in GIMM as attributes. Figure 7.a presents a catalog with 
multiple attributes X, Y, Z, W, and V, Figure 7.b illustrates data in this catalog as a 
radar graph, Figure 7.c represent the same tabular data in multiple pie charts one per 
each element, and finally Figure 7.d exemplifies the GIMM instance for the tabular 
numeric data represented in all other graphs. 

 
Fig. 15 Output Parameter: Diagrams or Charts 

Output Parameter: Matrices. It is a three-dimensional artifact which rows repre-
sent element of one type, columns represent elements of the same or different type, 
and the crossing cells are information shared between both elements. For this kind of 
artifact columns and rows are mapped into Elements and the crossing cells are rela-
tions and the information inside these cells are attributes of the relationships. 
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3.2 Automated Analysis Chains and GIMM 

Getting back to the initial statement of this section, we can outline that we have an 
intermediate language to decouple the analysis functions’ inputs/outputs from their 
ontological metamodel. But this intermediate language is used only for execution of 
the analysis chains meanwhile analysis functions works with other domain metamod-
els. So, it is feasible to think in create two specializations of the T(m) function men-
tioned at the beginning of the Section 3. The first function is Map(m), it is responsible 
for taking a model in any modeling language and transform it into an analyzable 
model linguistically conforms to GIMM. And the inverse function Export(m) that is 
responsible for transform a GIMM instance into its ontological domain model. Below, 
Figure 8 illustrates how the whole automated analysis process is done using a Map 
and Export functions in between of the inputs and outputs parameters introduced 
above in Figure 1.  Therefore, we can declare that all Analysis Functions receive input 
models linguistically conform to GIMM and ontologically conform to a domain met-
amodel. 

 
Fig. 16 Automate Analysis Process using GIMM  

4 Analysis chains 

An analysis chain can be defined in the same way as the Porter value chain, which 
presents a sequential value creation process, composed by different interdependent 
value activities. Every value activity employs some inputs and resources (human and 
technological) to perform its function and creates information or specific assets that 
collaborate to the achievement of a common goal [17]. Hence, an Analysis chain is 
conformed by series of analysis functions; each one requires some inputs and produc-
es some outputs that in terms of an analysis process generate cumulative value.  Porter 
also defines the value activities like building blocks a term coined in Service Oriented 
Architecture to point the service as its fundamental piece [18].  So, an analysis func-
tion can be expressed as a service and the analysis chain as the service orchestration 
that coordinate the execution of many interdependent analysis functions. In conse-
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quence the Analysis Chain can be represented by a flow that integrate and synchro-
nize multiple analysis functions. Besides, an analysis chain at run-time level must 
interact with a presentation layer to obtain input models and data, and to export the 
results. 

Formally an analysis chain is expressed like a series of Receive, Mapping and In-
voke or Replay tasks. Receive task gets a model from any modeling language (includ-
ing GIMM) and made it part of the workflow. Mapping task is the responsible for map 
de inbound model into the GIMM model expected by the Analysis Function to be 
consumed or map the GIMM Model into any specific output format. Invoke task is 
able to consume any analysis function using as input a GIMM model. And finally the 
Replay task is the accountable for return the output to the Analysis Chain’s caller. 
Figure 9 shows a basic example for an analysis chain of two analysis functions. 

 
Fig. 17 Example of a basic Analysis Chain 

4.1 Analysis chains and ArchiAnalysis framework 

As mentioned in the introduction of the paper we perform some changes on the Ar-
chiAnalysis implementation framework in order to enable analysis chains. Figure 10 
highlights in dark dotted boxes the main changes. First change was to move Archi-
Analysis from the concept of work explicitly with Archi to a more generic Modeler 
(GMF-based). It enables decoupling modeler and modeling language from Archi. 
Second change was to add two specific new interfaces to the analysis function, IDis-
coverable for granting Service discoverability and IExecutable for granting consump-
tion features. The third change was to create the IExaminable interface associated to 
the analysis function packages; it enables the Analysis Chains Engine to look up for 
analysis methods within the package. The fourth change was implement the Mapping 
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Utils component that contains all required logic for map different model into GIMM 
and vice versa that is to say Map and Export methods. This mapping logic is main-
tained as part as the Analysis Chains Engine configuration file. And finally the most 
important component the Analysis Chains Engine, it is the core component in charge 
of enabling creation of new analysis chains and its execution. This component uses a 
configuration file for persist the analysis chains parameterization including analysis 
chains steps, metamodels and transformation based on metamodel elements mapping. 

 
Fig. 18 ArchiAnalysis framework components model including Analysis Chains 

5 Analysis chains applied on TOGAF ADM process 

To exemplify the analysis functions chains we can refer to the TOGAF Architec-
ture Development Method (ADM) in which a plenty repeatable process is specified 
for developing architectures. This ADM is a process mainly conformed by then phas-
es on which architects can structure its own architecture process fronting different 
projects. ADM architecture development phases for example are further divided nine 
steps as follow: (1) Select reference models, viewpoints, and tools, (2) Develop Base-
line Architecture Description, (3) Develop Target Architecture Description, (4) Per-
form gap analysis, (5) Define candidate roadmap components, (6) Resolve impacts 
across the Architecture Landscape, (7) Conduct formal stakeholder review, (8) Final-
ize the Architecture, and (9) Create Architecture Definition Document. Even so, these 
steps are sequential and repeatable and can be created as an Analysis Chain. So let us 
introduce an example based on ArchiSurance case study [5] and the Information Sys-
tems Architecture phase of ADM. For this example we are going to assume ArchiSur-
ance is facing a Master Data Management Project in which initially two core systems 
are involved. The Policy Management System is the responsible for policy issuing. 
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The policy issuing process requires set one or many beneficiaries to the policy, if the 
beneficiary already exist it is associated in other case a new one is created. The 
Claims Management System during a claim registration process requires validating 
the policy beneficiaries’ information and updating the payment information in case it 
is outdated. In the current architecture the beneficiary information resides in both 
systems, and there is a system that in a nightly basis copy all new beneficiaries from 
the Policy Management System into the Claims Management System. However this 
system does not synchronize the beneficiary data for the already created beneficiaries. 
Architecture team is carrying out a data governance initiative and they are visualizing 
a target architecture using a Master Data Management System. The architect starts 
choosing the application and information viewpoint as it main input. Then as present-
ed in Figure 11.a designs this view for the current architecture and then as showed in 
Figure 11.b creates the target architecture view. Once both views are constructed he 
creates a catalog of current and target application components and data objects and 
subsequently as suggested by TOGAF creates a cross matrix to identify the gaps be-
tween both architectures states as illustrated in Figure 11.c. Finally architect identifies 
and document all solutions building blocks required for close all gaps already detect-
ed and proposes a roadmap for this initiatives as elucidated in Figure 11.d. 

 
Fig. 19 TOGAF ADM Process example 
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Some of the ADM steps showed in the above case can be automatized in Archi-
Analysis [6]. And consequently can be composed as an Analysis Chain that enabling 
architect for repeating the same process many times with different data objects or 
applications. So, the gap analysis function presented in the Table 2 is only one of the 
total of analysis functions required for create the Analysis Chain for the TOGAF 
ADM. Now, based on the fact that an Analysis Chain can be created according to 
each architect experience, Figure 12 presents our version of the ADM Information 
System Architecture phase Analysis Chain. In this process we assume that an archi-
tect takes entities and interfaces models for the baseline and target architecture as 
inputs for a gap Analysis function. Then generates a gaps catalog that will be used for 
crossing it against the architecture solutions building blocks (SBBs) catalog and iden-
tify whether all gaps are covered by at less one SBB. And finally the SBBs catalog 
will be used for prioritization purposes and this prioritization used to create a candi-
date roadmap. The Figure 12 shows how entire process is expressed as an Analysis 
Chain, composing different Analysis Functions. Also the figure reveals how human 
interaction is required during entire analysis chain process. 

 
Fig. 20 ADM Information System Architecture Analysis Chain example 

─ FGP002 – Data/Information Architecture GAP Analysis: It is an analysis per-
formed on the application to entities access level (Read/Write) view. The input 
metamodel is ArchiMate. The output metamodel is a Catalog. The catalog contains 
a list of gaps such as: which data objects are new, which data objects changed to 
the data access level and which were deleted in the To-Be architecture. 
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─ FGP004 – Application-Integration Architecture GAP Analysis: This analysis is 
performed on integration attributes level, for this purpose uses the application in-
terface view to place all integration attributes and do the comparison. The input 
metamodel is ArchiMate. The output metamodel is a Catalog. The catalog will 
have a list of gaps such as: new, dropped and modified interfaces.  

─ STR001 – Catalogs Merge: It is a function able to merge/unify two different cata-
logs in one single inventory. It performs structural validation in order to determine 
whether the incoming catalogs are valid or not for merging. The Input and output 
metamodels are both Catalog. 

─ STR002 – Create Matrix:  See definition inside Table 4 f the Section 2. 
─ STR003 – Validate Matrix:  It is a function used for validate whether or not a 

matrix is completely filled. E.g. all columns must be set to at less one row and vice 
versa. The input and output metamodel of this analysis function is a Matrix. 

─ FGP006 – Generate Prioritization Form: It is a function able for create a priori-
tization form with certain predetermined scoring criteria. This functions have dif-
ferent inputs, one of them is a catalog with initiatives to be prioritized and other is 
the criteria catalog, if the second one is not set, the function will use it own default 
criteria. Input metamodel is a catalog and the output metamodel is a Matrix. 

─ STR004 – Consolidate Matrix: It is a function that receives a series of matrices 
with the same structure and makes a union of the crossing information. For this 
analysis function is required specify the type of union that will be required, func-
tions such as average, count, max, min and sum are used for consolidate the values. 
The input and output metamodel for this function are both conform to a Matrix. 

─ STR005 – Create Dependencies Graph: It is a function used for create depend-
ency graphs it requires a catalog with a specific column that indicates the order 
and/or dependency between other elements. For this analysis the input metamodel 
is a Catalog and the output metamodel is a Diagram/Graph.  

6 Conclusions 

In this paper a solution to create analysis chains was proposed. This solution takes 
as basis the automated analysis functions detailed in [6]. This Analysis Chains are 
used for accompanying enterprise architecture processes; helping architects to deal 
with the complexity of perform strategic analysis of large enterprise models. Also 
enable architect to create a knowledge base with various analysis chains and conse-
quently reuse them for facing with new problems. Besides the paper presents the im-
plementation strategy used for decoupling analysis functions from its ontological 
metamodels. Owing to this we use a Generic Intermediate Metamodel (GIMM). This 
metamodel enables two-ways transformation, from any metamodel to GIMM and vice 
versa. In addition the paper presents a series of considerations within the ArchiAnaly-
sis characterization to fit into the Analysis Chain specification. Additionally lightly 
presents the ArchiAnalysis implementation for support Analysis Chains creation and 
execution.  
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APPENDIX A – Analysis functions Catalog 

Based on the available bibliography, as well as the study of existing tools, we are 
currently compiling a catalog of analysis functions. To structure this catalog, each 
analysis function is characterized, and the combination of its Dimension, Type and 
Layer is being used to determine its placement on the catalog. Currently, we have 
identified 80 analysis functions into the ArchiAnalysis catalog3. The simulation and 
analytical Dimension are not currently strongly represented in our catalog because 
behavioral analyses are not the current focus of our work. This section captures some 
of the complete defined Analysis Functions created within the entire Catalog. For 
consult the entire catalog please visit the research web site. 

1 QCP001 - Estimate overall solution architecture storage 
volumetric 

ID: QCP001 Dimension: Quantitative Type: Capacity planning 
Name: Estimate overall solution architecture storage 
volumetric 

Layer: Technology 

Descrip-
tion:  

 This analysis method intends calculate the storage requirements for 
an application component taking into account the transaction volume 
and size. 
In lot of business there are requirements for process transactions in 
batch mode and depending on many factors the same application 
could have batch with different quantity of transactions in different 
days. 
The result of this analysis will show an estimation of storage volumet-
ric for the next 5 years using a linear percentage growth of the transac-
tions. 
A special metric for this analysis is:  1KB = 8,192 bits 

Entities and 
relations:  

Application Services are realized by Application Components that are 
composed by one or many Application Interfaces (Each one with a 
different interface contract) that is used by one or many Application 
Components that could be internal company applications or exter-
nal/third party applications/vendor. 

                                                             
3 	  http://backus1.uniandes.edu.co/enar/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=archianalysis 
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Structural 
Attributes:  

Application Interface (AI): 
TxSize (bytes): transaction size. in a WS is the average of the XML 
message, in a Batch is the average per each record of the file. 
 
Used By Relation (RU) (Used by or  a Typed Association) 
vTx: estimated Volume Transactions 
Fx: Frequency (Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly) [for more precise 
calculations a calendar could be used e.g. All Mondays or 12 each 
Month] 
 

 
Algorithm:  Variables: 

vTx 1Year: transaction volume contributed by each relation arriving 
to each interface for 1 year. 
Storage KB: Estimated 1 year storage for the volume vTx 1Year. 
 
Inputs: 
linear year growth %: percentage of estimated per year in a linear 
growth. 
 
Outputs: 
Storage (GB): the sum of all the storage KB converted into GB. 
 
Functions: 
f(Fx): Converts Fx to Year using the following table: 
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1 day = 8 hours 
1 week = 5 days 
1 year = 52 weeks 
1 year = 12 Month 
 
RU.vTx 1Year = RU.vTx × f(RU.Fx) 
RU.Storage KB = RU.vTx 1Year × IA.TxSize 
Storage (GB) = sum(RU.Storage KB) ÷1024÷1024 
 
Finally is necessary calculate the growth per each year: 
Year(n) = Year(n-1)*(1+ linear year growth %) 
 

Related 
sources: 

Evaluating Deduplication Solutions: What You Really Should Consid-
er, Dell, 2013 
Information, storage and management, by G. Somasundaram y Alok 
Shrivastava, EMC 2 , 2009 

Sample: 

 
Results: 
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2 QAV001 - Estimate overall architecture availability % 

ID: 
QAV001 

Dimension: Quantitative Type: Availability 

Name: Estimate overall architecture avail-
ability % 

Layer: All 

Descrip-
tion:  

 This analysis function is based on the availability values proposed in 
“High Availability and Disaster Recovery – Schmidt 2006”. The func-
tion calculate the Availability % required per each application depend-
ing on the Business requirements for hours per day availability re-
quired and the application services categorization (Continuous Availa-
bility, Mission Critical, Business important, Business Foundation, 
Business Edge) for minor outages, and the recovery time of the busi-
ness service. 

Entities 
and rela-
tions:  

Business Service, Application Services, Infrastructure Services. 
Business services availability depends on the availability of the Appli-
cations and Infrastructure services.  

 
Structural 
Attributes:  

• categorization: Services categorization (CONTINUOUS 
AVAILABILITY, MISSION CRITICAL, BUSINESS 
IMPORTANT, BUSINESS FOUNDATION, BUSINESS EDGE) 
• hoursXdays: Service hours per day availability (e.g 24x7). 
• maxRecTimeMins: Service expected recovery time in mins 

 

 
Algorithm:  1) Depending on the service categorization obtain the minor outage 

(minorOutage) time in hours per month according to Schmidt, K. 
(2006). 

 
2) Calculate the %availability using the Service hours per day availa-
bility (hoursXdays) and the minor outage per month (minorOutage). 
 
%availability = 1 – (minorOutage / (hours * days * 52 / 12)) 
 
3) Calculate the number of hours of availability per month and divide 
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it by the service expected recovery time to obtain the max number of 
fails per month. 
 
yearlyFails = hours * days * 52  / (maxRecTimeMins * 60) 
montlyFails = montlyFails / 12 

Related 
sources: 

Schmidt, K. (2006). High availability and disaster recovery. Springer-
Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. 
Information, storage and management, by G. Somasundaram y Alok 
Shrivastava, EMC 2 , 2009 

Sample: 
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Results: 

 
 



 

3 QHR001 - Human Resource workload at business process 
level 

ID: 
QHR001 

Dimension: Quantitative Type: HR 

Name: Human Resource workload at business pro-
cess level 

Layer: Business 

Descrip-
tion:  

 This analytical method aims identify human resources (employees) 
that are overloaded or idle according to the responsibilities assigned to 
any process, the percentage of contribution in the activity and the 
percentage of involvement in the activity. 
 
The result of this analysis serves to organize resources allocation, 
percentage of involvement, re-assign responsibilities and take other 
decisions around the human resource capacity. 
 
Both inputs (%involvement and %contribution) are static in this 
method but could be dynamically set trough the use of a distribution 
function in a more complex analysis. 
 
The output of the analysis will be described in the following scale: 
    100%< y  Overwork 
    100%>= y >80% Appropriate 
      80%>= y >50% Review 
      50%>= y >  0% Idle 

Entities and 
relations:  

 
To describe clearly this method we assume that any Business Process 
aggregated into other Business Process will be called Business Sub-
process and those Sub-process will be the behavioral unit where an 
active structure element can performs a behavior. In terms practicality 
the active structure element will be defined at a Business Role level 
this is because we want to have enough detail to calculate the work-
load of any human resource assigned to this Role (if more detail is 
required entire organizational structure need to be modeled and actors 
would be the active structure unit) 
In terms of organization structure the Business Actors will be treated 
as Organizational Units instead of persons assigned to a Business 
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Role. 
Finally a Business Role could be assigned to one or many Sub-
processes so each assignment must have a % of involvement and % of 
contribution. 

Structural 
Attributes:  

Business Process (p): 
f: Daily arriving Instances   
Business Sub-process (s): 
l: % of arriving instances, after an split caused by a junction the % of 
instances arriving to each sub-process will be divided (e.g. 50% of the 
claims are payed and the other 50% are rejected) 
t: the average daily time spent per each instance expressed in 
minutes.  
Business Role (r): 
n: number of employees (human resources) assigned to this role 
Assignment Relation (a): (Assignment or a Typed Association be-
tween sub-process and a role) 
i: % of involvement of the role in the sub-process 
c: % of contribution of the role in the sub-process (a sub-process must 
be full filed by one or many roles and each one plays a specific func-
tion) 

 
Algorithm:  Variables: - Overload scale: 

    100%< y  Overwork 
    100%>= y >80% Appropriate 
      80%>= y >50% Review 
      50%>= y >  0% Idle - d (hours): Daily working hours = 8 
hours 
 Calcs:  

• it(hours):  Daily involvement hours one employee 
ita = ia x d, for each assignment relation a 
• ir(hours): Daily involvement hours per role (all the 
employees assigned to this role) 
ira = ita x nr, for each role r 
• ns: # of instances arriving per subprocess 
nss = fp x ps for each subprocess s and process p 
• bt(hours): Total hours per daily instances batch 
bts = nss x ts 
• cr(hours): Contribution hours of the role in the spe-
cific subprocess 
cra = bts x ca 
• y: % workload x role & subprocess   
ya = ira x cra 
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Related 
sources: 

Armistead, C., Pritchard, J. P., & Machin, S. (1999). Strategic busi-
ness process management for organisational effectiveness. Long 
Range Planning, 32(1), 96-106. 
Grigori, D., Casati, F., Castellanos, M., Dayal, U., Sayal, M., & 
Shan, M. C. (2004). Business process intelligence. Computers in In-
dustry, 53(3), 321-343. 

Sample: 

 
Results: 
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4 FAG001 - Business-Application Alignment 

ID: FAG001 Dimension: Functional Type: Alignment 
Name: Business-Application Alignment Layer: Business/ Applica-

tion 
Descrip-
tion:  

 In terms of fulfill the EA Requirement of Business and IT Alignment 
is necessary perform many different analysis. A first insight of this 
alignment is to guarantee trough this analysis that every IT service of 
the organization (at an application level not Infrastructure) covers at 
less 1-business service/capability. 
Due to the high density of services (Business and IT) in an organiza-
tion this analysis should not be performed over a separate views but at 
the complete architecture model; the use of different views could pre-
cisely result in lose sight of the alignment. 

Entities and 
relations:  

1. Used by relationships, between application service and the 
different types of business behavior elements, and between applica-
tion interface and business role. These relationships represent the 
behavioral and structural aspects of the support of the business by 
applications.  
2. A realization relationship from a data object to a business 
object, to indicate that the data object is a digital representation of the 
corresponding business object.  
3. Assignment relationships, between application component 
and business process, function, or interaction, and between application 
interface and business service, to indicate that, for example, business 
processes or business services are completely automated. The case 
that a business process, function, or interaction is not completely au-
tomated but only supported by an application component is expressed 
with a “used by” relationship 
 

 
Structural 
Attributes:  

No structural properties are required for this analysis, only the ele-
ment types and the three relations mentioned in the previous section 
are required: 
Relations (R): 

Used by (ru) 
Realization (rr) 
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Assignment (ra) 
Business elements (B): 

Business object (bo) 
Business process/function/interaction (bb) 
Business actor/role (ba) 
Business service (bs) 

Application elements (A): 
Data object (ao) 
Application component (ac) 
Application service (as) 
Application Interface (ai) 

Algorithm:  According to the order by “strength” proposed by ArchiMate and the 
abstraction “rule that states that two relationships that join at an 
intermediate element can be combined and replaced by the weaker of 
the two”. (ArchiMate 2.0 Specification p.p 70) In this case the strong-
est relation is the Assignment and the weakest is the Used by.” 
The first step of the Analysis will be create a function able to calculate 
the derived relation tdr between an application element A and a busi-
ness element B tdr(a,b). The result of this function will be the type of 
the derived relation (ru, rr or ra) or null in case there is not any de-
rived relation that meet the structural chain.  
Rules:  

• Every application service must be used by at less 
one business behavioural element. 
• Every application interface must be used by at less 
one business role 
• Every Data object must realises a Business object 
• Every application component must be assigned to  
or used by a Business process/function/interaction 

Related 
sources: 

The Open Group, & Van Haren Publishing. (2012). ArchiMate 2.0 
Specification. Van Haren Publishing. p.p 57-58 



 

5 FCO001 - Data security compliance at transport level 

ID: FCO001 Dimension: Functional Type: Correctness 
Name: Data security compliance at transport level Layer: Application 
Descrip-
tion:  

 Nowadays most business are required to manage customers infor-
mation in a secure way, so technics like encryption or obfuscation 
must be used over sensitive data to avoid security risks and regulatory 
non-compliance. This functional analysis performs a review of the 
model looking for security risks at transport level, in this case is nec-
essary that information regarding to security be present in components 
and relations. 
This analysis intend to fulfill the following security rules: 

1) Every communication from/to external applications must be 
performed through a security protocol at transport level 
2) Every communication within internal components that con-
tains sensitive information must guarantee at less one of the fol-
lowing: 

a) Message encryption 
b) Sensitive data encryption        
c) Transport encryption 
d) Sensitive data obfuscation 

Entities and 
relations:  

An Application Component realizes application Service; it is com-
posed by one or many Application Interfaces (Each one with a differ-
ent interface contract) that are used by one or many Application Com-
ponents that could be internal company applications or external/third 
party applications/vendor. 

 
Structural 
Attributes:  

Application component (A): 
e: Internal or External component. 
 

Application Interface (I): [Although many other properties should be 
added to the interface element we only use those concerning with data 
security] 
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p: Secure Transport Protocol (SSH, SSL, TLS, none) 
e: Internal or External interface. 
 

 Used By Relation (R)  
[Notice that the sensitive data not depends on the source application 
or the interface receiving the message, e.g. a source application could 
manipulate the sensitive data but never transmit it by any interface, or 
an interface could have a data contract that optionally allows 
transport sensitive data but the source application never uses this 
optional field. So know if sensitive data is present depends on the rela-
tion attributes.] 

s: Transport Sensitive Data ?(Yes or Not) 
u: Uses data protection (Message encryption, field encryp-
tion, field obfuscation, none) 

 
Algorithm:  Rules: Per each of following rules the analysis mus show a warning 

on the element or the relation if the condition is not fulfilled 
if an interface composes a external component the interface will be 
external too or if an interface composes a internal component the 
interface will be internal too. If I composes A and I.e <> A.e, then  
I.Status = Warning and R.Status = Warning 

• if an external component uses an internal interface 
whose secure transport protocol is set to none.  
• if an internal component uses an external interface 
whose secure transport protocol is set to none.  
• if an internal component uses an internal interface 
whose secure transport protocol is set to none and the rela-
tion between them carried sensitive data but not uses any da-
ta protection.  
• if any interface is in a warning state all used by rela-
tions must be set to warning too. 

Related 
sources: 

Habeas Data, SOX, Data protection regulations 
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Sample: 

 
Results: 

 
 
 
 
 



 

6 FGP004 - Application-Integration Architecture GAP Analysis 

ID: FGP004 Dimension: Functional Type: Gap 
Name: Application-Integration Architecture GAP Analysis Layer: Application 
Descrip-
tion:  

 This gap analysis aims to easily detect and document changes from an 
As-Is view to a To-Be view where elements could be modified, delet-
ed or added to the solution. A gap analysis requires information from 
the elements to identify the arising modifications, as well as need re-
view the structure of the model to identify new or deleted elements.  
The gap analysis will turn into the income for other analysis such cost 
analysis and prioritization. 
This analysis is performed on integration attributes level for this pur-
pose uses the application interface to place all integration attributes 
and do de comparison. 

Entities 
and rela-
tions:  

Application component/collaboration uses interfaces aggregat-
ed/composed by other application component/collaboration. 

Structural 
Attributes:  

Application Interface: 
Transport protocol: HTTP, FTP, SMTP, … 
Application protocols: SOAP, REST, MQ, MSSQL… 
W-* Protocols 
Type of Message: XML, FlatFile,  
Is secure Chanel: True / False 
Secure Transport Protocol: SSH, SSL, TLS, none 
Communication type: Synchronous / Asynchronous 
Processing type: On Demand, Batch 
Frequency: Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly 

Used by Relation: 
Modification Required: True, False 

Algorithm:  Rules: There are three different kind of gaps: New, Modify and Delet-
ed. Both Models will be matched to identify each gap and a gap ele-
ment will be associated to each element that meets any of the follow-
ing rules: 
Deleted: Application/collaboration doesn’t use the interface. 
New: new interface is used by an existing/new application. 
Modify: Used by relation is checked as “Modification Required” 

Related 
sources: 

Arias J.,(2013). Enterprise Architecture (Data, Applications (Apps and 
Integration), Technology). Universidad de los Andes. Master on IT 
Architecture. 
TOGAF® 9.1 > Part II, 11. Phase C: Information Systems Architec-
tures - Application Architecture. 

 


